Cool stars like our Sun are surrounded by a million degree hot outer atmosphere, the corona. Since more than 60 years the physical nature of the processes heating the corona to temperatures well in excess of those on the stellar surface remain puzzling. Recent progress in observational techniques and numerical modeling now opens a new window to approach this problem. We present the first coronal emission line spectra synthesized from three-dimensional numerical models describing the evolution of the dynamics and energetics as well as of the magnetic field in the corona. In these models the corona is heated through motions on the stellar surface that lead to a braiding of magnetic field lines inducing currents which are finally dissipated. These forward models enable us to synthesize observed properties like (average) emission line Doppler shifts or emission measures in the outer atmosphere, which until now have not been understood theoretically, even though many suggestions have been made in the past. As our model passes these observational tests, we conclude that the flux braiding mechanism is a prime candidate for being the dominant heating process of the magnetically closed corona of the Sun and solar-like stars.
INTRODUCTION
Shortly after it was realized in the 1930ies that the corona is hot (Grotrian 1939; Edlén 1943) , first proposals for the heating mechanism were made based on upward propagating sound waves generated on the stellar surface (Schwarzschild 1948 ) because convective motions contain far more energy than what is needed to heat the corona. Later it became clear that the heating mechanism has to be related to the magnetic field dominating in the corona. The coronal magnetic field is rooted in the photosphere, however, where it is dominated by the kinetic energy of the convection. Thus at the surface magnetic field-lines are pushed around, and the (stochastic) footpoint motions result in a braiding of the magnetic field lines in the corona. This implies that magnetic field gradients are built up, inducing currents which are finally dissipated and thus heat the corona as suggested by Parker (1972 Parker ( , 1994 ) -see also Sturrock & Uchida (1981) ; Parker (1983) ; van Ballegooijen (1986); Heyvaerts & Priest (1992) . Thus the magnetic field acts as the agent to channel energy from the cool surface into the hot corona. Several studies have been carried out to investigate the role of footpoint motions for coronal heating. For example Priest & Schrijver (1999) studied the influence of moving magnetic sources of opposite polarity in the photosphere on reconnection in the above corona and Priest et al. (2002) constructed a model view for coronal heating based on flux-tube tectonics related to the ever changing structure of the magnetic carpet (Schrijver et al. 1998 ). Many other mechanisms have been discussed to heat the corona, e.g. based on waves, but there are too many of them to be reviewed here (see the SOHO 15 proceedings for an up to date overview, Danesy 2004) .
Even though the proposal of field line braiding has been widely discussed, it was not until recently that numerical modeling made it possible to test whether this mechanism actually works. Studies had been conducted for the flux braiding on small scales, investigating the amount and character of the energy deposition (Hendrix et al. 1996; Galsgaard & Nordlund 1996) . Finally a small active region could be described in a numerical experiment, resulting in a realistic looking corona consisting of a number of loop-like structures (Gudiksen & Nordlund 2002 , 2004b .
In this work we go one step further and synthesize emission line spectra from such ab-initio coronal models ( Fig.  1 ) and compute average properties of these spectra, especially emission measures and Doppler shifts (Figs. 2,  3 ), which can be considered as a test for the energetics and the dynamics in the model corona, respectively. This allows a robust comparison of the model not only to the Sun but also to other stars.
MHD MODEL AND SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS
The solar atmosphere is modeled from the photosphere to the lower corona using a sixth order fully compressible of the respective map. Please note the different color tables, especially that the C IV intensity shows much higher contrast than Mg X. Despite the pretty smooth appearance in intensity, the Doppler shift map of Mg X is highly structured.
the optically thin corona. In the optically thick photosphere and chromosphere the temperature is kept near a prescribed temperature profile by a Newtonian temperature relaxation scheme. The initial magnetic field is a potential extrapolation of an MDI/SOHO high resolution magnetogram of AR 9114 scaled to fit into the computational domain. The lower boundary is stressed by a time dependent velocity field, constructed from a Voronoi-tesselation (Okabe et al. 1992 ), shown to reproduce the granulation pattern (Schrijver et al. 1997) . The velocity field reproduces the geometrical pattern as well as the amplitude power spectrum of the velocity and the vorticity leaving no free parameters. The braiding of the magnetic field by the photospheric motions rapidly produces an intermittent corona in both time and space with a typical temperature of one million K, during the whole simulated timespan of ∼50 minutes. The time and space averaged heating function decreases exponentially with height, producing a heat input to the corona of 2−8×10
in agreement with coronal energy losses estimated from observations (Withbroe & Noyes 1977) . The amount of heating produced is constant or if anything rises as numerical resolution increases (Hendrix et al. 1996; Galsgaard & Nordlund 1996) and therefore the amount of heating produced in this simulation is a lower limit. Thus the spatial resolution of the model (400 km) is not sufficient to resolve the reconnection process, of course, but based on the above work the amount of energy input into the corona on larger scales should be of the right order. Details on and results from this MHD model can be found in Gudiksen & Nordlund (2004b,a) . Using density, velocity and temperature from the MHD model the emissivity for a number of emission lines is evaluated at each grid point in the computational domain. By integrating along a line of sight this finally results in maps of spectra when looking at the computational box from, e.g., straight above.
Almost all emission lines from the low corona and transition region are in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV; ≈500-1500Å), optically thin and excited predominantly through electron collisions. The emissivity ε is given through the energy hν, the Einstein coefficient A 21 and the upper level population n 2 for the transition from an upper level 2 to a lower level 1, i.e. ε = hν n 2 A 21 . To calculate the upper level density one has to evaluate the balances for excitation and ionization. In the latter case we assume ionization equilibrium. We have checked ionization and advection times and found that for the present models ionization equilibrium is a reasonable choice. Furthermore we assume constant abundances with photospheric values. All these quantities, i.e. ionization, excitation, abundances, Einstein coefficients and transition energies, have been evaluated using the atomic data package Chianti (Dere et al. 1997; Young et al. 2003) , finally resulting in the emissivity at each grid point depending on the density and temperature there. The spectral profiles at each grid point are assumed to be a Gaussian with a line width correspond- ing to the thermal width (2k B T /m) 1/2 , where T is the temperature at the respective grid point and m the mass of the ion emitting the line. These Gaussians are shifted by the component of the velocity along the line of sight at the respective grid point. Finally we integrate the spectra along the line of sight (e.g. the vertical direction) to construct a map of spectra.
These synthesized spectral maps can the be analyzed exactly as it is done for observations, e.g. for a spatial scan using the SUMER instrument on-board SOHO (Wilhelm et al. 1995) . The resulting spatial maps in line intensity and line shift for a snapshot of the model run can be seen in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 1 for the lines of C IV at 154.8 nm and Mg X at 62.5 nm, formed around 10 5 K and 10 6 K respectively. The panels (c) and (d) show the intensity images when viewing the box from the sides, i.e. along the x-and y-axis.
DISCUSSION
The synthesized corona as shown in Fig. 1 is made up by numerous individual loops, and the appearance is remarkably different in the two lines. At high temperatures the structures are rather washed out and less sharp, partly reflecting that heat conduction (∝T 5/2 ) is very efficient at high temperatures. These findings agree well with real observations, and the synthetic maps roughly resemble maps of solar observations. Furthermore these images reveal that in the model corona the low temperature emission originates not only from the low parts of the high temperature loops, but that a multitude of low lying cool dense loops are present. Defining the footpoints of the hot loops by circles (covering about 2% of the area) we estimated that only some 10 to 15% of the emission from typical transition region lines formed below 200 000 K originates from that area. Thus the transition region emission is enhanced in the footpoint regions of hot loops, but the majority is emitted in cooler structures. This supports earlier sketches of the structure of the low corona (Dowdy et al. 1986 ; Peter (DEM) as following from the synthesized line intensities compared to observations. The solid line shows the fit from the DEM inversion based on the spatially and temporally averaged synthetic spectra. The bars indicate the standard deviation of line intensities in a spatial map. The thick dashed line is based on a DEM inversion using observed quiet Sun disk center line radiances from SUMER (Wilhelm et al. 1998) scaled by a factor of two to match the active region model.
2001)
, but now for the first time this multi-component or multi-loop structure is based on a solid model of the coronal structures.
It is also important to note that the Doppler shift images of the high-temperature line shows much more structures than the intensity image (Fig. 1 , panels a and b in lower row), reflecting the highly dynamic nature of the low corona. This shows the importance of using EUV spectrographs with sufficient spectral resolution to learn about the basic coronal processes.
The first major test is provided through average Doppler shifts, which are shown in Fig. 2 . The temporally and spatially averaged shifts of synthesized spectra for a number of emission lines are displayed as diamonds. The bars represent the scatter in the spatial maps (standard deviation; cf. Fig. 1 ). The underlying thick dashed line shows the observed average variation of line shifts with temperature compiled from recent quiet Sun studies (Peter & Judge 1999) . Active regions (Teriaca et al. 1999 ) and a large number of cool stars (Wood et al. 1997; Pagano et al. 2004) show a similar behavior. The coherence of the average Doppler shifts synthesized from the model and the observed ones is remarkable. Also the large scatter is as found with observations (Peter 1999) . For the first time the overall variation of Doppler shifts as a function of line formation temperature could be reproduced -the line shifts are caused by flows along the magnetic structures induced by asymetric heating. Many attempts have been made to understand this curve since the first recognition of systematic line shifts in the solar transition region (Doschek et al. 1976 ). However, many of these models failed (Peter & Judge 1999) and none of them reached the level of qualitative and quantitative agreement achieved by our study.
Only at the highest temperatures does our model not reproduce the recently observationally established blueshifts (Peter 1999; Peter & Judge 1999) . This could be due to the influence from the impenetrable upper boundary condition of the MHD model, which may be expected to quench flows along magnetic field lines that intersect the upper boundary. New models, where the upper boundary is shifted higher up into the corona, will further reduce the boundary effects and could provide an even better match to the observed Doppler shifts.
The other major test is to check the emission measure distribution, which describes the emission efficiency at a given temperature and is defined as n 2 dh/dT (for electron density n and temperature gradient with height dT /dh) (Mariska 1992) . Using the synthesized lines (averaged spatially and temporally) we have performed an inversion to obtain the emission measure curve, using the Chianti package (Young et al. 2003) . The result is shown as a solid line in Fig. 3 . The bars indicate the scatter of the emissivities this inversion is based upon (standard deviation). Over-plotted as a thick dashed line is an inversion from observed quiet Sun spectra of the same lines from SUMER full disk data (Wilhelm et al. 1998) . for Mg X we evaluated disk center spectra as no full disk scans exist in this line. The observed quiet Sun emission measure is scaled by a factor of two, to be comparable to our active region calculation.
The agreement of the emission measure curve from the observations and the synthetic spectra is remarkable. Previous (1D or 2D) models failed to reproduce this emission measure curve at low temperatures by orders of magnitude, basically because they had not enough emitting material below 10 5 K. It has been proposed, among other suggestions, that in the lowest corona a large number of cool dense structures might exist (Gabriel 1976; Dowdy et al. 1986 ). This proposition is supported by our results, where enough energy is released very low in the corona and transition region so that enough dense cool structures form. Thus we can unambiguously reproduce the high emission measures at low temperatures, for the first time without any fine-tuning. As the emission measure curve is a general feature of a large variety of cool stars including our Sun, this suggests that the fluxbraiding mechanism may be important in a wide variety of cool stars.
Future work will have to concentrate on improving the coronal MHD model as well as the spectral synthesis. This includes the addition of the super-granular structures to the active region patterns, which is of vital importance to understand the structure of the quiet solar corona. Furthermore larger scale shear motions would be needed to achieve a higher level of activity. In this case the plasma motions are expected to be faster, and therefore requiring the inclusion of non-equilibrium ionization effects when calculating the emission line spectra.
CONCLUSIONS
This work is the first to reproduce the Doppler shifts and emission measure distributions in the corona of the Sun and many cool stars in a quantitative and qualitative way. Further work will be needed to apply the model also to a wider variety of stellar activity, especially when thinking of stars with different magnetic field structures (Donati et al. 1999) or convection patterns (Freytag et al. 2002) on the stellar surface. This will show in which types of cool star coronae this heating mechanism is the dominant one. But already we can conclude that flux braiding is a prime candidate for heating in the magnetically closed parts of the coronae of the Sun and solar-like stars.
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